Introduction
The relationship between spoken language and alphabetic scripts is often characterised, at least in part, in terms of the mappings between phonemes and graphemes. Aspects of both phoneme-tographeme and grapheme-to-phoneme mappings including their definition, deduction and learning, are fundamental to linguistic research into writing systems and orthographies, speech analysis and synthesis research, and educational approaches to reading. Among the key questions addressed are those relating to the variable mappings, especially in languages like English which exhibit significant irregularity in the spelling, and issues relating to the units of analysis, where more than one grapheme or phoneme may be relevant to the mapping (for instance where the spelling of a consonant is dependent on the nature of the vowel preceding or following it). However, the question of the exact status of the "phonemes" in these mappings is rarely addressed. There is an assumption in much of the work in these fields that the phonological representations are well established. However, as this paper shows, the phonological level of representation is actually the part of the equation that is not well established, in contrast to the orthographic level, for which there are clearly defined concrete forms.
In order to research the mappings, various kinds of data can be used. For speech research, in particular, raw speech in the form of audio recordings or acoustic signals is the extreme end of the process, either at the beginning or the end, so the intermediate level of "phonemes" is not necessarily important. At least, it is not necessary to have agreed or standardised phoneme representations because different systems simply have to work on the speech signal. For literacy education and writing systems research, however, it is necessary to have an agreed way of talking about pronunciation. In order to comprehensively research a writing system it is vital to have large quantities of representative examples of the (standard) pronunciation and spelling of the words of a language. This information might be provided by dictionaries, which tend to have standard pronunciations and spellings, together with information about definitions and etymology.
Dictionaries, however, may not have this information in a format that is both consistent and easily accessible. They also tend to be different for different languages. That brings us to the possibility of using lexical databases for the research. The increased availability of large scale databases of lexical information about a range of languages should be very useful for this kind of research. If we have databases with information about the pronunciation and spelling of large numbers of words then we can use this information to research the relationship between the "phonemes" and the graphemes.
Large-scale lexicons are vital parts of natural language processing (NLP) systems. Speech recognition and generation do not always make use of large lexicons, but many systems do. Developing lexicons for use in such systems may benefit greatly from the use of databases of lexical information, but the lexicons themselves may have specific requirements that mean that they need to be structured differently from (simple) databases. Development of lexicons can also be a means to test theories about the relationships between different kinds of information. The distinction between databases and lexicons is discussed further in subsections 2.2 and 2.3.
The crux of the problem discussed in this paper can be illustrated by the diagram in Figure 1 (from Nunn 1998: 31) . Nunn's assumption, and one which is commonly proposed for alphabetic systems, is that a common underlying representation of the phonology (the "abstract sounds") of a language can be mapped to both the surface pronunciation and to the spelling. Thus, we should be able to define lexicons with the underlying phonological forms together with one set of rules to derive the surface pronunciation and two sets of rules (phoneme-grapheme conversion rules and autonomous spelling rules) to derive the spelling. The problem, as shall be shown in detail, is that the exact status and nature of the "abstract sounds" in Nunn's model are unclear.
The CELEX lexical databases provide a range of lexical information, including pronunciation and spelling, for Dutch, English and German. They appear to offer a useful resource for research on the relationship between phonemes and graphemes for these three languages. The PolyLex and PolyOrth projects developed highly structured inheritance based lexicons of Dutch, English and German populated with lexical data from the CELEX databases. Three specific relationships are discussed here. The appearance of schwa in English is of interest because the schwa occurs where an underlying full vowel is in an unstressed syllable. It is a case of post-lexical phonology, and in terms of Nunn's model we would expect the underlying vowel to be the full vowel, in order to map to the correct vowel in the spelling. Final consonant devoicing is similarly a post-lexical process, affecting obstruent consonants in coda position. In the majority of cases, the spelling reflects the underlying consonant before devoicing has taken place, although there are examples in Dutch where this is not the case. Ablaut and umlaut, on the other hand, are lexical processes and are reflected in the spelling. We would therefore expect the underlying forms in Nunn's model to reflect the forms after the ablaut or umlaut processes have taken place. This paper explores the difficulties that arise when assumptions about the phonological representations in databases turn out to be wrong. Specifically, the use of the CELEX databases to develop and populate the PolyLex/Orth lexicons resulted in difficulties that were caused by the fact that the phonological representations did not consistently reflect a lexical, underlying form, which is what is required to accurately determine the mappings to graphemes. The next section reviews previous work on phoneme-grapheme mappings, looks at a range of lexical databases and outlines different approaches to lexicon development. The next two sections give detailed descriptions of the CELEX databases and the PolyLex/Orth lexicons, respectively. They are followed by a detailed discussion of three specific (morpho)phonological phenomena that illustrate the issues: the problem of schwa, especially in English; umlaut/ablaut in all three languages; and final consonant devoicing in German and Dutch. Finally, there follows a discussion of the implications of these issues and where researchers wanting to investigate phoneme-grapheme mappings might go for their data.
Background

Phoneme-grapheme mappings
Work on phoneme-grapheme mappings is a key element of research within the speech processing community (see Benetsy, Sondhi & Huang (2008) for a collection of work on speech processing). The direction of the mapping makes a big difference to the approach and the results. When going from graphemes to phonemes and ultimately to speech it is necessary to consider allophonic variation, word boundary phenomena and fast speech processes, and there are, of course, many issues around prosody in producing natural sounding speech. When going from speech to text, the speech stream has to be segmented, at least into words and potentially into segments. Although modern approaches to speech recognition and generation tend not to make use of a specific level of phonemic representation, early work in speech recognition focused on essentially a two-stage process of recognising phonemes within the speech stream and then mapping those phonemes to graphemes to produce a text version of the spoken language.
Nunn's (1998) work on Dutch was one of the inspirations behind the approach to representing orthography within the PolyOrth lexicons. It focuses on Dutch, but the framework proposed should be applicable to any alphabetic writing system. As we shall see below, Nunn discusses some issues surrounding the precise nature of the underlying phonological forms. For example, she proposes that schwa in Dutch does not have an underlying representation at all and she also addresses the question of devoicing, with a handful of examples of Dutch words where the normal approach of the spelling reflecting the voiced variants is not observed. This is discussed in more detail in section 5 below. Sproat (2000) , focusing mainly on English, discusses the question of whether different phonological levels ("deeper" or more "surface" in generative terms) are represented in the orthography. Specifically he states that the level may be different for different writing systems (hence the notion of deep and shallow orthographies) but that it is consistent for all vocabulary in any individual language. He calls the phonological level represented in phoneme-grapheme mappings the Orthographically Relevant Level (ORL). This raises questions about how, or indeed whether, it is possible to provide databases for different languages that include consistent phonological forms across the languages but which can, nevertheless, be used to determine the relationship between the phonology and the spelling. Herring (2006) proposed that spelling should be viewed as resulting from a combination of phonological and morphological information. The interaction of phonology and morphology can be seen as relevant in Sproat's distinction as well, and we shall see below that the relationship between underlying and surface phonological forms needs to be viewed in the context of the relationship between lemmas and word forms. When we come to the question of what forms should be (and are) included in lexical databases, this relationship will become vital. Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between morphologically underlying and surface (lemma/word form) and phonologically underlying and surface forms. The involvement of morphology in the relationship between pronunciation and spelling is clearly important, and so assuming that we can represent the relationship between pronunciation and spelling without reference to morphology is unlikely to be successful, at least for languages with deep orthographies. 
Databases
For the purposes of this paper we are interested in databases that provide both orthographic and phonological information for the words of one or more languages. Nerbonne (1998) These databases are described in detail in section 3 below.
Lexicons
If databases are collections of linguistic data that are declarative and consistent, lexicons need not necessarily be either. Lexicons for NLP applications need to serve the purpose of the application in question. This may mean simply a list of words with grammatical category (e.g. Carroll & Grover 1989) or it may mean a highly structured system for matching words with a variety of lexical information including syntax, morphology, semantics and even pragmatic or discourse information (e.g. Evans, Piwek, Cahill & Tipper 2008) . Another possible purpose of lexicons is to test theories of lexical representation. That is, (computational) lexicons might be developed in order to provide testable models of linguistic or psycholinguistic theories of the lexical relationships within a language (e.g. Network Morphology (Brown & Hippisley 2012) . The lexicons focused on in this paper have the latter purpose.
The PolyLex lexicons of Dutch, English and German (Cahill & Gazdar 1999) were developed to test theories of the interaction of phonology and morphology and how this interaction can be represented in a hierarchical lexicon. The project also focused on multilingual questions of how common information can be shared, especially across closely related languages, but those questions are not of interest for our present purposes.
The PolyOrth lexicons (Cahill, Herring & Tiberius 2013) developed the PolyLex lexicons further to include orthographic information and to address the relationship between orthography, phonology and morphology. These lexicons are discussed in detail in section 4 below.
CELEX
The CELEX lexical databases were developed in the 1990s at the Centre for Lexical Information, Nijmegen. They include databases Dutch, English and German. For each language in release 1 there is a total of nine databases, representing different kinds of information about word forms and lemmas. For lemmas there are five databases: orthography, phonology, morphology, frequency and syntax. For word forms, only the first four of these are provided (since syntactic information is only applicable to lemmas). The number of lemmas and word forms varies across the languages. Table 1 shows the figures for the first release of CELEX.
Dutch English German
Lemmas 124,000 52,500 50,000
Word forms 381,000 160,000 360,000 These figures, in themselves, tell us something about the morphological complexity of the three languages. For example, we can see from these that for every lemma in English and Dutch, there are on average around three word forms, while for German the average is over seven. On the other hand, the difference in the number of lemmas for each language does not reflect any significant linguistic differences -they are simply the result of different amounts of effort by different groups working on the three languages. The databases that we are interested in here are the orthography and phonology databases.
In release 2, for English and Dutch but not German, databases of syllable frequency were included.
These databases are interesting for us because they are described in the README files thus:
"The dfs.cd file lists phonetic syllable frequencies calculated from a combination of the orthographic word form frequencies and the syllabified phonemic word form transcriptions in the CELEX database." 2 (my emphasis)
The reference here to "phonemic … transcriptions" is interesting. The word "phonemic" is not used elsewhere in the CELEX documentation and, as we shall see, it is clearly not an accurate description of the type of transcription actually provided.
The CELEX databases are provided in basic ASCII format, with records for each lemma and word form comprised of a number of distinct fields of information. CELEX comes with the FLEX software, which provides tools to extract lexicons from the databases. This reflects Nerbonne's assertion that databases should be declarative, the ASCII format being fully portable, in contrast to the derived lexicons.
Lemmas and word forms
On one level, chiefly morphological, it is clear what the relationship between lemmas and word forms is. Each lemma is equivalent to a lexical or dictionary entry, which can be realised as a number of different word forms depending on the morphological form and therefore the inflections.
However, when we come to think about the exact status of the phonological and orthographic forms given at the lemma and word form levels it becomes clear that there is a more complex relationship, and one that is fundamental to the discussion here.
If a lemma is not an actual word form then what exactly is represented by the lemma phonology?
We might expect the phonology associated with a lemma to be an underlying representation of its root (or stem). That would mean that we would expect the phonological form of a lemma to be the form before either lexical or post-lexical phonological processes have operated.
In fact, what we find in CELEX is a mixture of things. In the Dutch and German databases there are some stems for which an underlying form is provided. This form is derived automatically from morphological and phonetic information, and is only provided for a small subset of the words. In the case of the Dutch databases, some of these forms are presented before final consonant devoicing and resyllabification, for instance. For example, the Dutch word werkgeefster ('employer') has the underlying ("phonological" transcription wErk#xe:v#ster 3 and the surface ("phonetic") transcription
. However, these forms are only provided for morphologically complex words, with German lemmas such as Rad having Rat as both the underlying and surface form. In the English databases, the lemma phonological forms are simply the surface forms of the citation forms of the lemma. This is rarely different from the stem in English anyway, but in German, the phonological form of a verb, for instance, is the surface form of the infinitive form of the verb, after lexical and post-lexical processes, including resyllabification. Thus the verb antworten 'answer' has '&nt-vOr-t@n as its lemma phonology. So in some cases for Dutch and German, the databases do have the underlying form for the lemma representation but for all of the English and most of the other databases the phonological (phonetic/phonemic) representations are actually the surface word forms, with the lemma phonology being the surface form of the headword.
Orthography databases
The orthography databases in each language provide spelling variants. For English that involves cases where there are different spellings in different varieties, largely UK vs US spellings (colour vs color).
For Dutch a distinction is made between "Preferred", "Non-preferred" (but still standard) and "Informal" (non-standard) spellings. For English, the lemma database has similar alternatives for British and American spellings. For German, there are no alternative spellings. For all three languages the underlying databases provide forms with diacritics (in ASCII format) and scripts can be used to strip these diacritics, if desired.
For the PolyOrth project, the orthographic databases in CELEX were only used to test the output of the lexicons. If the aim had been to find an engineering solution, providing orthographic forms for the three languages, the CELEX orthographic forms could have simply been incorporated into the lexicons. However, the aim was to develop a theory of how the orthographic forms could be derived from the phonological and morphological information and it was useful to be able to test the output of the theory against the existing databases.
Phonology databases
For the purposes of this paper, we are actually more interested in the phonological databases, and the issues really begin with the naming of these databases. The documentation that comes with CELEX labels the databases "Phonological", but the descriptions mostly use the term "phonetic". This immediately highlights a vagueness over a crucial distinction. As mentioned above, the brief description of the syllable frequency databases even mentions "phonemic" transcriptions. The
PolyLex lexicons aim to provide an underlying representation, as depicted in the diagram from Nunn in figure 1. This was the assumption behind the plan to derive orthographic forms from the underlying phonological representations. We will come back to this at some length. For now, let us simply note what information is included in these databases.
The CELEX phonological databases include four distinct, but to all intents and purposes interchangeable, computer readable phonetic transcriptions. These are SAMPA (Wells 1987) , CPA (Computer Phonetic Alphabet, also known as Esprit 291, developed at the University of Bochum, Germany) and two systems devised specifically for CELEX: the CELEX set and the DISC (Distinct Single Character) set. For the PolyLex lexicons the SAMPA representations were used as it is the most widely recognised.
The phonological forms are provided with syllable boundaries (marked with square brackets in the SAMPA transcriptions. The English SAMPA representation of the word colour is [kV][l@r*] (the rhotic "r", only pronounced in certain accents is marked with "r*").
Another point to note here is that, even though the orthographic databases distinguish British and American spellings, there is no such distinction made between pronunciations, even though there is undoubtedly much greater variation in the pronunciation. The primary pronunciations are taken from Daniel Jones' English Pronouncing Dictionary (the edition is not specified). There are, in some cases, large numbers of secondary pronunciations, but no systematic representation of UK/US (or any other accent) differences.
PolyLex and PolyOrth
PolyLex
The PolyLex project (Cahill & Gazdar 1999) aimed to explore the relationship between phonology and morphology and to what extent that relationship was consistent across related but distinct languages. The aim was to develop a lexical framework which would allow the testing of a theory and its application to the closely related languages English, German and Dutch. The morphology and phonology of these three languages share significant features, due to their historical relationship, yet the languages display significant differences in both. The languages are also well documented.
This meant that a lexical framework could be built around these three languages which could ultimately be extended to cover other language families, as well as other dialects or varieties of a language.
The lexicons are defined as inheritance hierarchies in which nodes represent lexical entries or lemmas as well as word classes and sub-classes. Default (lexical) information is inherited by nodes lower in the hierarchy. For example, the noun sheep inherits information about its plural from a node representing the class of nouns that do not inflect for the plural. This in turn will inherit information about word class from a node representing all nouns and so on. The nodes at the bottom of these hierarchies represent individual lemmas. Each lemma node can be queried with a path that represents the morphosyntactic features of a specific form and the output to this query is a fully inflected form. Thus we can query the lexicon with the node-path pair: Walk:<past tense> and get the result [wO:kt].
The development of the PolyLex lexicons involved two key stages: initial hierarchy construction followed by automatic extension. The first part of this process was entirely manual and based on knowledge of the grammatical (specifically morphological) patterns of the three languages. The automatic extension process involved using the CELEX Databases to populate the lexicon.
Hierarchy construction
The PolyLex lexicons consist of four inheritance hierarchies: one for each language and one representing shared multilingual information. Sets of verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, articles and prepositions were chosen which represented all of the different inflectional behaviours of that language. For example, for English a hierarchy was constructed for verbs that included all of the non-regular 4 verbs, representing their relationships in terms of default inheritance. The aim was to manually construct the hierarchy in terms of morphological behaviour such that any new items added to the lexicon could simply be assigned to an inflectional class and inherit all information about their morphology from that class.
Automatic extension
The lexical hierarchies that had been manually constructed included a small number of example lemmas 5 for each class, and so their coverage of the vocabularies of each language was very limited.
The inclusion of the irregular and sub-regular lemmas did mean that the most frequently occurring lemmas were present, but the numbers of lemmas was still only in the hundreds. An automated process was therefore used to populate the lexicons. It was vital for this process to have access to databases that conformed to Nerbonne's definition. That is, they had to be declarative and consistent, both within and across the languages.
The CELEX Databases link the lemmas and word forms, so that it was possible to use these to determine from the word form databases every word form that belonged to a particular lemma. This was crucial in determining the inflectional class. To use a relatively simple example, for a German noun, the singular nominative form, the singular genitive form, the singular dative form and the plural nominative form would determine categorically which of the inflectional classes the lemma belonged to. This is reminiscent of Finkel & Stump's (2007) Principal Parts approach to inflectional class membership. Once we had determined which inflectional class the lemma belonged to, we could assume that the morphological behaviour would follow. For the PolyLex lexicons we then just needed to determine the phonological structure of the stem, and the realisation of the inflected forms would follow.
The definition of phonological forms in PolyLex, being founded on Syllable-Based Morphology (Cahill 1990 ), required the stem form to be divided into syllables, but this was provided by the forms in the CELEX databases, as was the primary lexical stress. The process to determine the lexical entries simply required recognising the vowel in each syllable and associating the consonants before it with the onset and the consonants after it with the coda. All syllable constituents were defined as being empty if undefined.
The automatic process therefore took the syllabified SAMPA representation from CELEX and derived from that the onset, peak, and coda of each syllable (counting from the right-hand edge) and assigned the stress to the relevant syllable. Thus, for the word amend, the following PolyLex lemma entry was created. The default position for stress was the final syllable, so it does not need to be specified here.
Amend: <> == M_Amend <phn syl2 peak> == @ <phn syl1 onset> == m <phn syl1 peak> == E <phn syl1 coda> == n d.
In order to determine the words to be included, a list was drawn up of the 3,000 most frequent words of English. Native speakers of Dutch and German were used to provide the translation equivalents of those words in the other two languages and then any words that had been included in the manually constructed hierarchies for all three languages were added in. This resulted, therefore, in just over 3,000 words for each language, with links across the languages. The creation of the multilingual hierarchies is not relevant for this paper but is described in Cahill & Gazdar (1999) .
The phonological forms in PolyLex were assumed to be lexical or underlying forms, and therefore to represent the forms after lexical phonological processes but before post-lexical ones. This meant that processes like nasal place assimilation that occurred within words was included but the same process across word boundaries was not. It also meant that morphological and morphophonological processes were included, so that umlaut and ablaut processes and voicing assimilation in the English plural suffix were included. One process that we included that does not come into this category is the final consonant devoicing found in German and Dutch. We did this because we wanted to compare the output of our lexicons against the CELEX databases, to assess the accuracy of the theory implemented in our lexicons, and the CELEX database forms included final consonant devoicing. In order to do a direct comparison, therefore, we had to also include final consonant devoicing in the lexical output.
PolyOrth -orthography from phonology
The process of adding orthography to the PolyLex lexicons has been documented in detail in Cahill et al (2013) . There follows below a brief outline of the process.
One of the key aims of the PolyOrth project was to determine to what extent it is possible to determine the spelling of words from their pronunciation and morphology. Specifically, the aim was to determine the number and precise nature of the phoneme-grapheme mappings, the spelling rules that are required after the initial phoneme-grapheme mapping and how many of these mappings and spelling rules are shared by the three languages. Another aim was to measure the extent of the irregularities, that is, how many of the spellings could not be predicted by the phoneme-grapheme and spelling rules. The PolyOrth lexicons made use of default inheritance, so that any cases not covered by the rules could be defined by an overriding rule. Thus the extent of the irregularity of the spellings could be determined by the number of overriding statements required to get the correct spellings.
A system of the form proposed by Nunn, as shown in figure 1, was assumed.
Slightly different approaches were taken for the three languages, according to the resources that were available for each language. For Dutch, there was an existing thorough account of the phoneme-grapheme mappings and spelling rules from Nunn (1998) . It was therefore decided to adapt Nunn's rules. For German, a pilot study during the PolyLex project had made a first attempt at defining the phoneme-grapheme mappings, so that was taken that as the starting point. For English, there were a number of previous studies which provided suggested phoneme-grapheme mappings.
In particular, Carney (1994) and Rollings (2004) were used as the starting point for the account.
The first stage of the process involved adapting the highest levels of the hierarchies to provide two different realisation outputs: phonological and orthographic. The default information about word, morpheme and syllable structure was largely unchanged, with the assumption that orthographic syllables have the same structure as phonological ones (see Evertz & Primus (2013) for a justification of the idea of hierarchical syllable and metrical structure in orthographic forms). Thus, a syllable consists of an onset and a rhyme, regardless of whether it is a phonological or an orthographic syllable.
The next stage was to implement a set of Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to convert the phonological forms to orthographic forms. This is the key area of innovation in the PolyOrth lexicons, as the FSTs are extremely simple and each one only applies to a single syllable constituent (onset, peak, coda) within a single word. However, this does not result in massive redundancy, as the definition of the FSTs is all within the inheritance hierarchy and makes extensive use of the default inheritance mechanisms inherent within the lexicons. Thus, a set of default mappings can be defined once high in the hierarchy and specific syllables within specific morphemes (stems or affixes) can override the default. This approach to using FSTs within an inheritance hierarchy was first developed by Herring (2006) .
There were four distinct default FSTs defined for each language: one for each syllable constituent to define the phoneme-grapheme mappings and one to run over the output of this process to define the spelling rules for each language. In addition, there was a further set of four FSTs which captured the shared mappings across the languages. The multilingual aspects are not of concern to us here, but the reader is directed to Cahill et al (2013) for more detail about this and other implementation details of the PolyOrth lexicons.
Phoneme-grapheme mappings
As mentioned above, the assumption at the start was that the phonological representations derived from CELEX would be underlying forms, which would map to orthographic forms as in Nunn's model, albeit with differing degrees of regularity in the three languages. The first stage, therefore was to determine the appropriate default mappings for each language.
Assumptions of what were the default mappings were based on statistical measures of the actual realisations. There are a number of potential issues with this approach, such as whether type or token frequency is more important, but the starting point was the set of figures or suggested mappings provided by Carney, Rollings and Nunn. Some, especially for the consonants, were obvious: /p/ in English is most commonly realised orthographically as <p>. Others, especially the vowels, were less so: /iː/ in English may be written as <ee>, <ea>, <ie> and many others. The use of default inheritance meant that we were able to overcome these irregularities by defining a single default mapping for each phoneme and overriding this at the level of the lemma or, if appropriate, word class or sub-class.
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Another important aspect of the PolyOrth lexicons was the use of morphological information as well as phonological to determine the spelling. For example, in English, the plural suffix is orthographically realised as <s> regardless of whether it is pronounced with /s/ or /z/. This made it possible to make use of the fact that mappings were defined at the level of the morpheme to specify the spelling of the plural suffix as independent of the pronunciation.
The spelling rules do slightly different things in the three languages. For example, in Dutch they account for the consonant degemination/vowel doubling which involves resyllabification, but in English they mostly just account for phenomena like the fact that a stem-final <y> alternates with <ie> depending on whether it has a suffix. German has very few spelling rules, but shares rules such as that three identical letters in a row are reduced to two. 7 The spelling rules are not of significance to the issues addressed in this paper but the reader is again referred to Cahill et al (2013) .
Problems
This section addresses three specific areas that illustrate problems in the development of the lexicons from the CELEX databases. These three specific problems involve the representation of schwa vowels in English, final consonant devoicing in German and Dutch and umlaut/ablaut in all three languages.
The status of schwa in English is interesting. It clearly represents a context-determined variant, but it does not fit neatly into the role of allophonic variant. If we want to go back to the ideas of the classical phonemicists it might be viewed as an archiphoneme. The precise nature of this status is not really important here, what is important is that the presence of the schwa in the forms provided by CELEX shows us that they do not have the status of an underlying representation that can be simultaneously mapped to either spelling or surface pronunciation. In phonological terms the most accurate way to describe the status is that it occurs where the contrast between vowels has been neutralised, specifically in unstressed syllables. However, there is a real sense in which the underlying form of vowels which are realised as schwa in their normal surface realisation is not schwa. This is an example of the distinction between lexical and post-lexical phonology. The reduction of vowels to schwa is a post-lexical process, which is dependent on stress placement as well as factors like speech rate. As such, we would not expect these vowels to be represented as schwa in a lexicon. If we go back to Nunn's model, the abstract sounds that map either to spellings or pronunciations need to be full vowels. They need to be full vowels to determine the correct spelling, but they need to be full vowels for certain forms of pronunciation as well.
The extent of the problem in PolyOrth was different for the different languages. The key aim of the approach was to determine the relationship between the phonological, morphological and orthographic levels of representation and determine the most efficient way to represent this relationship in a set of mappings and rules. The resulting lexicons were evaluated by comparing the total number of overriding mapping statements to the total number of phonological realisation statements. As explained in Cahill et al (2013:169) , this is only an approximation, but it is the closest available, relatively simple measure. According to this measure, English requires an overriding rate of 32%, higher than the other two languages, as expected. However, if all the instances with an underlying schwa are removed, this reduces significantly to 23%. Thus, nearly a third of all overriding statements required in the English lexicons are due to the appearance of an underlying schwa rather than the phonological underlying full vowel.
Vowel alternations include various forms of ablaut including German umlaut but also ablaut in
English verbs such as swim/swam/swum. All three languages share sets of verbs which behave in similar ways (German schwimmen/schwam/geschwommen, Dutch zwemmen/zwom/gezwommen).
Consonant alternations include principally final consonant devoicing. In order to deal with these two forms of alternative realisations the PolyLex lexicons introduced an explicit notion of underlying (or lexical) and surface forms. The assumption was that any syllable constituent might have distinct underlying and surface forms, but by default the underlying and surface forms were the same. The underlying form in each case is indicated with a hyphen, so an underlying peak is labelled "peak-", and underlying coda "coda-" etc.
Each stem had an underlying vowel which was marked by using the label "peak-". By default, any surface peak was defined as being the same as the underlying peak, but in forms where an ablaut operated the surface form was defined as distinct from the underlying form. Exactly how the surface form was defined varied (umlaut was defined as a single operation which had pre-defined mappings from underlying to surface forms, but ablaut in English verbs was defined at the verb class level), but the relationship between the underlying and surface form was the same. These "surface" forms are the forms after lexical phonological processes, but not after post-lexical processes.
The consonant alternations accounted for were cases of what is generally termed "final consonant devoicing". This occurs in both Dutch and German standardly as a post-lexical phonological process.
All voiced obstruent consonants (i.e. plosives and fricatives) are devoiced when they occur in a syllable coda. The same way of defining underlying and surface forms was used for this as for ablaut, with "coda-" being the underlying form and "coda" the surface form of a final consonant cluster, with an equation stating that they were, by default, identical.
It was always clear that the consonant devoicing was a different kind of process from the ablaut processes. Specifically, it was clearly post-lexical, while the ablauts were lexical and, indeed, morphological rather than phonological. However, for the PolyLex lexicons, these approaches to vowel and consonant alternations allowed us to evaluate the output of the lexicons by means of direct comparison with the CELEX databases. The lexicons were defined and their output evaluated against the forms provided by CELEX. The two lemmas Rat and Rad, for example, had the same phonological representation in CELEX but the word forms Räte and Räde have the different consonants reflecting their different surface pronunciation. These word forms actually represent the distinct underlying forms, but this is not reflected in the lemma phonology. It was only when orthography was added in the PolyOrth project that the problem with this approach became clear.
The problem stems from the fact that there is a complex relationship between phonological underlying and surface forms, lemmas and word forms and most importantly between these and orthography.
Although not entirely consistent, it is generally the case that post-lexical phonology is not reflected in the orthography whereas morphology and morphophonology/lexical phonology is. These tendencies are reflected fairly consistently in the two examples above. In German, English and Dutch, ablaut processes are reflected in the orthography, with different vowels in the spelling as well as in the pronunciation, while final consonant devoicing in German and Dutch, which is a post-lexical process, is not. Thus Rad and Räder (wheel/wheels) both have a <d> in their spelling, even though they are pronounced /rɑːt/ and /reːdə/. Note that the vowel umlaut is reflected in the orthography
here.
This distinction means that the status of the relationship of the spelling to the "peak-" and to the "coda-" are different. The orthography should refer to the underlying form of the coda, before devoicing has occurred, but it should refer to the surface form of the peak, after umlaut or ablaut has occurred. This is not necessarily a problem, as the phoneme-grapheme mappings can simply be defined as involving the surface "peak", but the underlying "coda-". It is, nevertheless, unfortunate that what appears to be uniform notation is indicating different things. However, the problem with codas is actually more difficult than this. Interestingly, there is also a similar voiced/voiceless relationship in English, in a handful of words such as knife/knives. This is a case of a complex synchronic/diachronic relationship. In this case, in fact, the historical alternation involved voiceless fricatives becoming voiced when they occur between two voiced sounds. There is a crucial distinction in the phonological level at which the voicing alternations operate. In Dutch and German the underlying form of words like Rad have a voiced obstruent, which is reflected in the spelling. In English, the underlying representations of singular and plural forms such as knife/knives have different consonants. This is not a synchronic post-lexical process in English, and this difference is reflected in the spelling. In CELEX, the phonological forms for these English words have the correct underlying consonants, but the Dutch and German have the surface forms. Thus, in relation to Nunn's model, the English databases have the abstract sounds required but the Dutch and German do not.
The CELEX databases make a clear morphological distinction between lemmas and word forms. This would appear to provide one way in which a distinction between underlying and surface forms could have been represented. In the case of the example of final consonant devoicing above, the surface word forms Rad [Rat] and Räde [Re:d@] rightly have distinct consonants, as they are both surface word forms. However, the phonological form of the lemma should not reflect the surface realisation, after post-lexical phonological processes have operated. Thus the CELEX lemma databases should be making the distinction between the underlying and surface forms in these cases, as they do for a relatively small number of stems.
The situation in Dutch is slightly more complex, as discussed in both Nunn (1998:54-55) and Sproat (2012:37-38) . For most obstruents, the relationship is as discussed above. The spelling reflects the voiced, underlying consonant. However, in the cases of /f/ and /v/ and of /s/ and /z/, the surface forms are reflected in the spelling. Thus the verb lezen 'to read', has forms ik lees 'I read' and wir lezen 'we read'. Nunn accounts for these examples by the use of an autonomous spelling rule, In the case of ablaut, the representations are as expected. The different vowels in the different forms of swim only occur in the word form database. The lemma database only has the citation form with the vowel /ɪ/. This clearly points to the fact that the representation of the lemma is of a form before morphology has operated, let alone morphophonology (lexical phonology) or post-lexical phonology. However, the lemma/word form relationship in CELEX is actually a relationship between a set of different surface forms, one of which has special status as the headword or citation form.
For the purposes of testing theories about the relationship between phonemes and graphemes, it is important to have an appropriate phonemic level of representation.
Discussion
The issues discussed above raise questions about exactly what is necessary or useful in lexical databases for the purposes of research on writing systems.
One of the fundamental problems with databases such as CELEX is that, unlike for the orthographic representations, there is no single definitive phonological/phonetic representation. however, no definitive way of representing this kind of abstraction -it is a level of representation that is bound to be subjective, at least to some degree.
In terms of theoretical linguistics, there is the well-established concept of the phoneme, which might be seen as the answer to our problems. However, there is no universally agreed definition of the phoneme which could be used for a database like this. The strict phonemic principle, as defined by the original phonemicists (e.g. Swadesh, 1934) , has long been discredited and in part because of examples like the schwa problem discussed above. A phonemic representation of the word construct would be the same for the noun and the verb: /kɒnstɹʌkt/. There would then be rules which determined the stress pattern for the noun and the verb and reduced the vowel in the unstressed syllable appropriately to get the actual phonetic realisation.
One key question that must be asked is what the purpose of the database is. The CELEX databases were developed as multi-purpose repositories of information and, as such, attempts were made to include a variety of different levels of information which might be useful for different purposes. This Alphabetic writing systems are generally assumed to be, in some sense, phonemic. Thus, a language like Spanish has a spelling system in which each phoneme of the language is paired with a grapheme and this set of mappings allows us to predict the pronunciation from the spelling and vice versa.
However, as discussed by Sproat (2000) , different writing systems are based on different levels of the phonology. Such distinctions make it tricky to determine what the ideal level of representation of abstract phonology should be.
The relationship presented above in Nunn's figure represents the ideal but, as we have seen, it is certainly not representative of the forms included in the CELEX phonological databases. The
PolyOrth project was an attempt to determine the relationship between the phonology, morphology and orthography of the three languages, but its conclusions are only valid up to a point, with the proviso that what is meant by "phonology" here is somewhat unclearly defined. In order to fully investigate the relationship, it will be necessary to recreate the PolyLex lexicons with genuinely abstract (underlying) phonological forms, with a principled distinction between lexical and postlexical phonology. However, identifying exactly what these forms should be would be a significant research project in its own right. Most importantly, there is a conflict between what is required from a database providing phonological forms to suit the orthographic depth of different writing systems and the idea of consistency of representation across languages. Ultimately, in order to analyse the various relationships across languages, we need databases with both deep or underlying forms and surface forms. We can then determine whether each language/writing system uses the underlying or surface phonology as the basis for its orthography and indeed test Sproat's claim that the relationship is consistent within a single writing system.
Conclusions
The existence of lexical databases for various levels of linguistic information is of potential use for a range of applications. For computational work, such databases can provide ready-made lists of vocabulary that can be used more or less directly by NLP systems. For linguists, they can be used to test theories on large numbers of possible examples. However, while orthographic databases can be relatively definitive, due to the standardised nature of written language, phonological databases depend on a range of decisions about the level of abstraction of the representations included.
Depending on the level chosen, there are also questions about things like the level of formality and the precise social or regional accent represented. For the specific purpose of researching writing systems, lexical databases of both orthographic and phonological forms would appear to be a useful source of data. However, the examples discussed above show that the development of large databases that include genuinely phonological underlying forms is not a simple process. Decisions must be made about the exact level of representation, and those decisions may not be appropriate for all researchers. Even if an ORL as proposed by Sproat is agreed upon, this level will be different for different languages and writing systems and will thus make cross linguistic comparison difficult. It also raises questions of circularity. Depending on what is orthographically relevant for each language does not provide a priori neutral phonological representations to map to spellings. However, the process of developing databases of the ORL for each language would require researchers to determine what that level was in each case which would be a useful and revealing process in itself.
